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Welcome

Letter from NYZTT's Co-Presidents
By Joanne Loeb and Susan Perkins
Welcome to the Fall Season of New York Zero-to-Three Network!
September represents new beginnings for many of us, the start of a
new school year and a new work year for NYZTT. As we look ahead,
we continue to grapple with some of the same challenges as last year
in the form of the COVID pandemic and issues of racial justice.
Although the challenges are the same, we also see how the early
childhood workforce has mobilized...more

Back to School

Two Early Childhood Programs Share How They
Kept Services Going
The Child Center of NY Early Childhood Programs - An AgencyWide Response
By Beverly Gould
As this new school year begins, it is still unclear to what degree we are
finished with COVID and what that will mean for young children and
families. We’d like to look back and see how one early childhood
program serving infants, toddlers, and preschoolers successfully
traversed the COVID-19 pandemic. I spoke with Ms. Tanya Krien,
Vice President of Early Childhood Education at The Child Center of
NY, a multi-service agency that serves 40,000...more
Highlights from Conversation with Ken Kessel and Teachers from
the Monsignor Boyle Head Start, a part of Cardinal McCloskey's
Early Childhood Education Division
By Susan Perkins
Six teachers from Monsignor Boyle Head Start shared thoughts with
Ken Kessel, LCSW, and Susan Perkins, New York Zero to Three
Network Co-President, of what has worked for them as they adapted
to teaching remotely, and in hybrid classrooms, over the last year. Our
conversation was held by Zoom on June 12th and facilitated by Mr.
Kessel, who specializes in Infant Mental Health and works as a Mental
Health Consultant at that site. We...more

Policy Corner

The American Rescue Plan
The new American Rescue Plan has already implemented monthly
payments to families with qualifying children ages 0-17. During the
pandemic where food and financial insecurity has greatly impacted
families, these monies are direct deposited in installments rather than
having families wait to receive a lump sum during tax time. In the
households that received the payments, there has been an overall
decline in the share of adults having difficulty paying weekly...more

Angels in the Nursery

Calling All Angels

The Infancy Leadership Circles are the communication pipeline for the
infancy movement in New York State. They bring together
professionals in local communities who work with infants and toddlers
and their families to facilitate professional networking, development,
and communication. They move local issues to the state level and take
state issues to communities to advance better policies and
comprehensive services for babies and their families. The ILC’s have
been working in collaboration with NYZTT to foster cross-disciplinary
dialogue and share the rapidly expanding scientific discoveries that
confirm the importance of the first three years of life!
We want to hear about what you have been doing all across New York
State and share your stories and successes with everyone! Please
nominate one of your “Angels” in the nursery so that we can all share
in and learn from each other! Submit names and stories
to: info@nyztt.org

Upcoming Events

Relational PTSD: At the Intersection of
Attachment and Trauma

Presenter: Erica Willheim, PhD
Wednesday, 9/29/21
6pm to 7:30pm
Theories of attachment and trauma are typically taught under different
subject domains. Attachment is usually taught within the field of Child
Development and Posttraumatic Stress Disorder is usually taught
within the field of Mental Health. However, for very young children
these two topic areas are inextricably intertwined. Indeed, a wholistic
understanding of the trauma-exposed young child’s experience
requires that we understand how Attachment and...more

Event Recap

The Impact of Emotional Intelligence on Social
Capital: Parents and Early Intervention

By Veera Mookerjee
The theory of Social Capital relates directly to how people build their
relationships and networks for short term or long-term gains.
Especially for parents of children enrolled in Early Intervention
services, diagnosed with a disability or having special needs, the
connections parents develop from a therapist to a social worker to an
educator and/or mentor is all part of the Social Capital that they invest
in for years. This Social Capital investment is...more
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